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<? The BG News
'A Commitment to Excellence"

Tuesday, October 4,1994

Bowling Green, Ohio

"Most of the people there didn't seem to
think it was that serious when we evacuated.
A lot of people were laughing and joking."

Volume 80, Issue 30

"They got us out of there real quick once they
realized what was happening. A lot of people
were close to panicking, but they got us out of
there real quick before anything could
happen."

Recreation
Center J
Fire

Jodi Aurand
Student Recreation Center manager

Todd Fedorovich
University student in Anderson Pool

Out

Burned

SRC evacuated after blaze near pool
by Lawrence Hannan
The BG News
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Bowling Green Fire Division firefighters work tirelessly at ripping charred roof materials off of the Student Recreation Center
near Anderson Pool to find the core of a fire that flared up at ap-

Holocaust victim
to tell story during
week-long events
by Geneii Pavelich
The BG News
In order to help better educate University students about the
Holocaust, the University Activities Organization is sponsoring
the first Holocaust Education Week.
The week will feature an address by a Holocaust survivor as
well as a trip to the Holocaust Memorial Museum in Michigan.
Mollle Monahan, contemporary issues director for UAO, said
she would like to make students more aware of what happened
during the Holocaust.
"I want to do my part to help educate students about what
happened," Monahan said.
George Vine, a Holocaust survivor, will speak about his experiences Wednesday at 8 p.m. In the University Union's Lenhart
Grand Ballroom.
Monahan said she hopes a lot of people attend this event.
"I have no idea how many students will come," Monahan said.
"At least the message will be getting out."
See HOLOCAUST, page four.

INSIDE

proximately 9 p.m. University officials are unsure of the cause of
the fire.

1

by Sharon A. Turco
The BG News

«f

A fire started on the
roof above the Student
Recreation Center's
Anderson Pool.

/ Everyone was quickly
evacuated and the fire
was extinguished soon
after the fire department
arrived.

*'

4

The cause of the fire is
not yet known.

"One of the lifeguards smelled
smoke and evacuated the pool,"
Buss said. "Then he called up and
let us know what was going on. I
got on the loudspeaker and announced that the Rec had to be
evacuated immediately."
Todd Fedorovich and Shannon
Fortncy were both in the Anderson Pool area when the fire started. Fedorovich said he smelled
See BlAZf.pjge five.

viable option according to Uni-

In the past two weeks, two
fraternities have had hazing allegations made against them by
Greek Life. Delta Tau Delta was
proven Innocent and Phi Gamma
Delta was put on probation.
Both allegations were discussed at Monday night's Interfraternity Council meeting during open forum.
1 ntcrf ratemity Council was not
notified of the charges and feels
that it has the right to be involved with such allegations.
"Greek Life doesn't play fair,"
said Brendan Keating, vice
president of rush for Delta Tau
Delta. "I can cite many instances
where they have abused their
power - the main one resulting in
the loss of our house. I urge all
chapters to be uncooperative
with Greek Ufe."
Katie Shanahan told The News
on Thursday that "Bret has noth-

Habitat for Humanity, an
International Christian organization devoted to provldlng home ownership for
low-income families, is expected to complete and dedicate Its second.

»Page4.

Fire in Student
Rec Center

Council debates hazing charges

CITY
1
fl
■
■
1
1
1

Students exercising Monday
night at the Student Recreation
Center got more excitement than
they bargained for when a fire
started on the roof above Anderson Pool around 9 p.m.
The police and fire departments were summoned to the
SRC almost immediately after
the fire was discovered, according to Cindy Weaks, a University
police officer. The fire was
quickly extinguished after the
fire department arrived on the
scene, Weaks said.
"Luckily, everyone was evacuated quickly and no one was
hurt," Weaks said. "The Rec employees did a real good job of getting everyone out quickly."
Weaks said the cause of the
fire was not yet known.
Some students were not able to
get their personal items before
they were evacuated. Weaks said
the odds of them getting their
personal items back before
tomorrow were unlikely, although absolutely necessary
items like house keys and medication would probably be returned.
SRC center manager Jodi Aurand said the evacuation went
pretty well.
"Most of the people there
didn't seem to think it was that
serious when we evacuated,"

Aurand said. "A lot of people
were laughing and joking. It was
scary, but everyone handled
themselves pretty well."
Nicole Buss was working at the
front desk when the fire started.

officials."
Greek Life, University officials versity
"I'm sick of the bull shit," said
Ryan, president of Delta Tau
excluded IFC from investigation Tim
Delta. "Greek alumni account for
ing to do with IFC because hazing fraternity Council when dealing
is a violation of risk management with hazing allegations," said
and state laws."
According to Wayne Colvin, di-

70 percent of all alumni donations to this University. If the bureaucrats at this University don't

rector of Greek Life, "Anything «j'm sjc^ 0fthe bull shit. If the bureaucrats

S°^*&££? must at this University don't start respecting the
step in and enforce the state law students, we will do our best to redirect those

S^JSS Im^r'to funds to our national fraternities.whether or not the current IFC is
capable of dealing with it. The
fact that I find interesting is that
many chapters, when given the
choice on other issues and when
given the choice between IJB and
our office, they have chosen our
office."
"I don't feel that any chapters
feel that they have an option between Greek Life and Inter-

NATIONAL
When President Clinton's
Whitewater business partner had a complaint with
state regulators in 1986.
Clinton, who was governor
of Arkansas, convened a
meeting to get to the bottom
of this.
«• Page 5.

Tim Ryan
president of Delta Tau Delta

Bret Haggy, president of Inter- start respecting the students, we
fraternity Council. "This was will do our best to redirect those
quite evident at our meeting to- funds to our national fraternities.
night Most of the chapters are in We're going to fight for what's
support of us handling the situa- right."
tion, but that doesn't seem to be a
See IFC, page five.

SPORTS
Marquette ended the soccer team's seven-game win
streak on Sunday. The Falcons fell to the No. 23 Warriors, 1-0.
* Page 6.

WEATHER
Partly sunny. High in the
upper 50s. Mainly north
winds 10 to IS mph.
Partly cloudy with a
chance of frost in low lying
areas. Low again 35 to 40.
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Team spirit:
the dos and don'ts
Tragedy has struck our neighbors to the north:
someone has stolen Rocky tide Rocket's head.
Yes, the University of Toledo mascot's big, phallic
head was taken after the Rockets finished their game
with the Purdue Boilermakers. Apparently, Rocky's
puppeteer took off the costume, set it down, and went
away. When he returned, only a body remained.
And Toledoens are piping hot mad about it
According to UT's football press packet, the
school's mascot dates back to 1923. A UT student
labeled the team "Skyrockets" after watching the
team lose 32-12.
Think of the nickname if they would have actually
won.
The press packet said the "Turtles" and the
"Jeeps" were also suggested nicknames.
Maybe these were suggested after examining
Toledo's dying economy.
Seriously, with the Glass City's lack of industry
and increasing crime rate, you'd think they'd have
other things to talk about.
The News believes Toledo's outrage about the disappearance of a mascot's head is comparable to a
Somolian's outrage about the 0.J. Simpson case.
On the other hand, with the approach of homecoming, The News, has compiled a short list to remind
Falcon fans what is and is not good sportsmanship.
This would include gathering in a circle, joining
hands and screaming "Ay ziggy zoomba."
This would not include any comments about the
other team's mom.
This would include standing on the bleachers and
yelling as Rameir Martin streaks by the Ohio University defense or stomping as Ronnie Redd bulls
over the Bobcat boys.
If you are an usher, this would not include breaking up the singing circle or telling those standing on
bleachers to sit down. So don't do that.
This would include giving Freddy Falcon a pat on
the back for the free candy and spiritual leadership.
And finally, considering Ohio University's mascot
is a live animal, stealing the Bobcat's head would definitely be a bad show of sportsmanship.
So keep that in mind.
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Viable cure within voting distance
Sit back for a second and think
(tough as that may be for some of
you).
Think of five things that
government is NOT involved in.
How far did you get? Not far I
imagine. It is scary to think that
what started out as a way to regulate commerce between states
has now mushroomed into the leviathan we now call our federal
government.
Get this. Congressional Budget
Office figures state that by the
year 2004, spending on entitlements alone will total a whopping
$1,555 billion. Even with Clinton's feeble attempt at deficit reduction, our deficit in 2004 will
be $397 billion. And guess where
all that money will come from.
We all know that government is
too big and if we don't act, and
act soon, the whole mess is going
to collapse upon us. We owe It to
ourselves, if no one else, to do
what we can to get it under control.
Enter the GOP.
last week, with nary a glance
by the mainstream media, the
Grand Old Party introduced their
"Contract with America." The
contract is a list of vows that
House Republicans promise to
implement if they gain a majority in November's elections. The
contract states, specifically, how
Republicans plan to get the monster of government under control.
If they gain the majority, they
promise that within the first 100
days some big changes will take
place. The changes Include vot-

Norman
X^an Ness
ing in term limits, a balanced
budget ammendment, shoring up
our faltering defenses, and, my
favorite, tax cuts.
Sounds fairly simple, right?
Not quite.
Term limits are a tough fight.
Despite the fact that voters in
numerous states have already
voted for limiting terms in Congress, some members are challenging the limitations in court.
While few of us would disagree
that career politicians in Washington are mostly to blame for
the mess we are in now, some
members of Congress think they
Know better.
Yet another constitutional
fight is the one over the balanced
budget ammendment. This
measure, which would render
any unbalanced budget unconstitutional, would force Congress,
and the acting president, to
spend no more than they take In
(a fact those of us in the private
sector live with daily). Not only is
this a good idea, it is absolutely
necessary if we want our taxes to

go to something other than paying down our debt.
This too is coming under fire.
Opponents say that the Republican push for a balanced budget
amendment is an attempt to
"take Social Security checks
from little old ladies." I say let's
do it (not quite that harshly,
though). Starting in 1996, people
born after Jan. 1 should no longer
have to pay into the Social Security program. Likewise, they
would not be eligible for Social
Security benefits. That's It. Problem solved.
The aspect of this whole "contract" I like the most is, of
course, tax cuts.
Democrats are really scared of
this one. If they can no longer
write checks without the dough
to back them up, they will be at a
loss for what to do with themselves. Cutting taxes, however,
can and will increase government revenues. You may have
read this here before, but let me
walk you through it one more
Ume.
If we cut the taxes businesses
pay on their profits, land, assets,
etc., they will, indeed, have more
money. And what do people with
money want? They want what we
all want, more money. It is silly
to think that business will just
absorb the tax cuts. They will invest in their businesses, making
them larger. And when businesses expand, jobs are created.
When we create jobs, we get
people off of government doles
and get them into the workplace.
And what does more people

working mean? More taxpayers.
You see, something as simple
as a well placed tax cut can work
wonders; it can expand business
and create jobs for people who
are leaching the government
already. It Is, however, necessary to reform welfare to the
point where getting a job is more
profitable than picking up welfare checks. This too is a goal of
the GOP.
Now I know what some of you
are saying: "Reagan cut taxes in
the eighties and look at what
happened to the deficit." Yes,
deficits did expand, but not because the government was taking
in less money.
It is a fact that the tax cuts in
the early 80s actually INCREASED revenues. What ended
up happening is that Congress,
Republicans and Democrats
alike, spent the additional revenues and then some. If you get a
pay raise of fifty bucks a week,
you don't go out and spend $100
more each week. That is what
Congress did.
Revenue generating tax cuts,
coupled with a balanced budget
ammendment and welfare reform, is a viable cure for what
ails our nation. Vote Republican
in November and let's see if they
can do it.
The best part is, if they can't,
we can throw the bums out and
give someone else a chance.
Norm Van Ness is a weekly
columnist for The News.Any
comments, questions or concerns, reach him at nvannes@andy.

Unfortunate tide hurts smokers
A recent Institute of Medicine
report said that kids are getting
cigarettes too easily and something should be done about it. The
solutions are (surprise!) massive
taxes on cigarettes, anti-tobacco
education, federal regulation of
advertising and marketing, and
even licensing tobacco sellers.
Once again, the government is
frittering money that could be
well spent, and pointlessly invading countries like Haiti that
neither smoking or non-smoking
children can find on a map.
On the surface, it would seem
that the government is trying to
do us a favor. Back In the 1940s
and 1950s when everyone and
their doctor smoked, the
government didn't seem to mind.
They went ahead and allowed
cigarette companies to advertise
on television.

Cigarette companies had their
very own "experimental evidence" conveyed via grim, profesCopyright ©1994 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material in this
sional-looking men in lab coats.
publication without the permission of The BG News is strictly prohibited.
According to them, smoking was
actually good. People were led to
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920 and is
believe that smoking cured sore
published daily during the academic year and Wednesdays in the summer.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any errors in throats, acne and leprosy. Studies showed that laboratory rats
the stories or photograph descriptions.
Opinions exepressed herein are not necessarily those of the student body, who smoked had increased cancer risk, but the tobacco Industry
faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns,
shrugged these off. Their
cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News. Letters
rationale was that the rats
inteded for publication must be between 200-300 words long, typed and
smoked an abnormal number of
include the writer's name, phone number and University affiliation, if any. cigarettes because they had sex
The BG News reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
so often.

Nevertheless, smoking evolved
into a real sophisticated habit.
Cigarette manufacturers produced cigarettes just for women
and cigarettes just for men. (I

Kids also are attracted to
Camel cigarettes because they
are smoked by the cartoon "Joe
Camel." Parents believe their
children will try to emulate Joe
and this is alarming inasmuch as
camels are lumbering beasts that
spit and have tremendously
nasty body odor. Some kids
already fit this description fairly
have a suspicion that the same well.
people invented gender-specific
But the government and some
shampoos.) Virginia Slims, a
woman's brand, says "You've citizens now admit that yes,
come a long way, baby, so how maybe, just maybe, sticking a
about reviving that stereotype flaming object into one's mouth
you've worked so hard to destroy and inhaling the smoke can be
by smoking a long, skinny ciga- bad. Awareness advocates atrette served in a pastel-colored tempt to educate the young,
mostly through warning labels no
package."
It's worse with men's ciga- one reads and bans on misleading
rettes, such as Marlboro. These advertising.
were sponsored by the rugged
Marlboro Man, who sat atop his
So cigarette companies are no
hearty horse, squaring his stub- longer allowed to claim their
bly Jaw Into the prairie wind, brand is "healthier" than smokgenerally implying that men who ing Brand X, when in fact Brand
didn't smoke Marlboros must X are Mrs. Paul's Fish Sticks.
have had exceptionally small These people feel they can stop
genital in.
this badness by dissuading peoAlas, hard times have fallen ple from smoking as children,
upon the Marlboro Man. Since he since children are so Impresstarted coughing up what ap- sionable (which to them, means
peared to be raw turkey giblets, "dumb").
he had to switch to "Marlboro
Many students and even a few
Lights," a rather contradictory
name. The kind of cigarettes kids professors were children once,
smoke range from those bummed so they should realize that anoff older siblings to those bought ti-smoking campaigns are pointat the local gas station from de- less. Kids have always engaged
in lemming-like self-destructive
linquents named Rudy.

JASON
YOUNG

behavior no matter what. In fact,
stuff you dislike or specifically
tell them not to do they'll only
want to do more. Parents can no
longer ride on the brain teaser
"If all your friends jumped off a
cliff, would you jump, too?" since
the rise in popularity of bungee
jumping.
Kids destructive hobbles these
days involve blowing stuff up
and watching brain atrophy like
"Mighty Morphin' G.I. Nlnja
Turtle X-Men." Sure it's nasty,
but a lot of It is just a transitory
habit taken up until the child matures, which as parents can tell
you, Is somewhere around SO.
Prohibiting children from
smoking will just make them
want to smoke all the more because they'll feel they're missing
out on something. Worse yet,
they will turn to seriously cruel
and destructive behavior Involving microwaves, pancake batter
and Sea Monkeys.
It is unfortunate that the tide is
turning against smokers of all
ages. The only benefit I see is
now that more smokers have
been forced outdoors, and I've
noticed a decline in mosqultos
and those little gnats that get
stuck in your nostrils.
Jason Young Is a guest columnist for The News.
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"It's quite likely we're going to have the
death penalty."
-Walter Dickey, University of Wisconsin

4

ACROSS
THE NATION

Endeavour Radar Scans
SPACE CENTER, Houston Endeavour's astronauts scouted
forest fires and thunderstorms
from 138 miles up today while the
shuttle's $366 million radar gathered Images of the Chilean mountains and the Austrian Alps.

O.J. Simpson will not be convicted in his murder trial.
Sixty-one percent believe the
trial will result in either acquittal
or a hung jury for Simpson in the
deaths of Nicole Brown Simpson
and her friend Ronald Goldman,
The National Law Journal reported today.

The same percentage thought
the judge should issue a gag order prohibiting all parties from
discussing the case publicly.
The telephone survey by Penn
& Schoen Associates included 311
randomly selected lawyers interviewed Sept. 23-26. Results have
a margin of sampling error of
plus or minus 6 percentage
points.
Lawyers who specialize in
criminal defense were a small
part of the sample - fewer than
50. Only one in five of these criminal defense lawyers thought
Simpson would be found guilty of
the murders.

Money with Pepsi
Endeavour's orbit is swinging
as far north as the Aleutian
Islands and as far south as Cape
Horn to utilize the radar and another device that's measuring the
distribution of carbon monoxide
in the lower atmosphere.
The six astronauts, working in
shifts around the clock, are assisting researchers on the ground
by snapping thousands of photographs and describing storms
and forest fires they see below.
Scientists hope the eyewitness
accounts will augment their environmental studies.
Astronauts reported seeing
five forest fires in Siberia, more
than two dozen along the southern coast of Australia and some
"major-league thunderstorms"
off the coast of Japan.
The radar, which beams down
microwave energy in three frequencies, was aimed today on the
Austrian Alps for a study of
water distribution. Hydrologists
hope to track the movement of
ground water by comparing
images of snow cover with those
gathered during the radar's first
flight in April.
Geologists, meanwhile, want to
learn something about the evolution of the Andes Mountains from
3-D images gathered over Chile.
Nearly 600 sites around the
world are scheduled for radar
imaging on the Earth-mapping
mission before Endeavour lands
on Oct. 10.
A mosquito search was called
off Sunday when the insect, seen
buzzing around Endeavour after
Friday's launch, was discovered
squashed in a fan filter. Astronaut Steven Smith put the dead
bug In a bag for safekeeping.
NASA had no idea how the stowaway got on board.

APHMO

Will Stearns of Plymouth, Mass., owner of the Souther's Marsh Cranberry Boggs, directs the loading
of "Early Black" of cranberries Into a truck Monday, in Plymouth. The cranberry bogg is flooded with
water before the berries are beaten off the vines. Then the floating cranberries are corralled and
pumped out of the bogg, rinsed and loaded into a truck. This year the 3.5 acre bogg yielded about
70,000 pounds of cranberries.

EXTRA.!
EXTRA.!

51 years ago

"I hope those lawyers get to
serve on the jury," Simpson attorney Robert Shapiro told the
legal journal.
In the survey, 78 percent of the
lawyers said intense media
coverage of the case reduces the
likelihood of the ex-football
player receiving a fair trial.

NEW YORK - Danny Glover,
Shaquille O'Neal and Johnnie L.
Cochran Jr. are putting their
money where the Pepsi is.
The actor, the basketball star
and the celebrity lawyer are
among more than a dozen prominent blacks to invest a combined
$15 million in Pepsi-Cola International's bottling venture in South
Africa.
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.

I SAID WHERE^X
THE Qfii'iT?
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Simpson, Lawyer Poll
LOS ANGELES - A majority of
lawyers in a national poll think

In The News
Eighty percent of the coeds eligible
for rushing—those who made a 2.2
average and registered in the office of
the Dean of Women—received bids
to sororities.
Ninety-three BG women have now
been pledged to the four national and
three local sororities.
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Habitat plans next area home Woodland Mall
by Randy Jaflc
The BC News

Habitat for Humanity, an international Christian organization devoted to providing home
ownership for low-income families, is expected to complete and
dedicate its second home in Wood
County before the end of 1994.
The house will stand adjacent
to its predecessor, which was
erected and dedicated on Dec. 11,
1993. Both homes are situated in
the town of Bloomdale, about 18
miles southeast of Bowling
Green.
Families wishing to be considered for a Habitat house are
required to complete applications which are screened by the
Habitat Family Selection Committee.
Prospective families are interviewed and deemed eligible on
the basis of their need, size,
character, understanding of
Habitat philosophy, ability to
make payments and willingness

to work in partnership with Habitat members.
Habitat for Humanity adopts a
non-discriminatory policy in the
selection of partnership families.
Depending on the circumstances,
a family can either be too rich or
too poor to qualify for a house.
Ideally, Habitat seeks to help
those who are caught hopelessly
in a cycle of poverty, rather than
those who are consistently lacking or non-lacking income.
Maxine Miller, volunteer coordinator for Habitat for Humanity
Wood County Projects, described
her organization as providing decent, affordable housing for families who could not otherwise
afford a conventional loan.
"The houses are interest-free,
but they're not just given away,"
Miller said. "The families have to
be able to afford the monthy
payments."
Partnership families are required to fulfill a $250 down
payment in addition to a mandatory 250 hours (500 for a couple)
of sweat equity at a Habitat con-

struction site before a home can
be leased. Both conditions must
be met within six months of signing the lease.
Following the leasing period,
the family mav request to own a

"The houses are interest-free, but they're not
just given aw ay."

The BC News

High school students from
eight different states will discover what it's like to be a music
major at the University on High
School Discovery Day Oct. 10.
The College of Musical Arts is
sponsoring High School Discovery Day for high school students interested in majoring in
music.

"The goal of the discovery day
is for high school students to see
what a typical day as a Bowling
Green music major is really
like," said Helen Wylie, secretary for the college.
The college is expecting 300
students to visit the University
as students for the day.
Students will be welcomed by
H. Lee Riggins, the dean of the
College of Musical Arts, according to Richard Kennell, associate

A motorcycle operator license is more important than you think. The fact is.
unlicensed riders are over-represented in fatal crashes. So get
your license. While an afternoon at the DMV isn't much fun, having'
a license is something you can live with. MINIMI SAnrr NMMM^

by Meredith Tremaln
The BC News

Maxine Miller

Although the Woodland Mall has around 30 stores and employs
University students, many people have said they feel it is too
small and offers little variety.
One of the more popular offerings of Woodland Mall is a sporting goods store, Great Lakes Sports. Inside the store, there are
two batting cages - one for baseball and one for soft ball.
Matt O'Malley, owner of Great Lakes, said around one out of
every five of his customers is a college student.

Habitat for Humanity Wood County Projects

home. The family submits a writ- tat, along with countless other
ten request to the Habitat Board individuals since the building of
of Trustees through the Family the first house.
Support Committee chairperson,
Plans for a third house in
and the Board makes the final Bloomdale have been tentatively
decision.
scheduled to begin in the spring
Miller headed fund raising of 1995.
efforts last Sept. 2-5 to help refinance diminishing funds for the
Habitat for Humanity Internasecond house. Beverages and tional is a nondenominational
snacks were sold at both the Christian program. The organinorth and southbound rest areas zation currently sponsors homes
on Interstate 71, amounting to in more than 1,000 communities
earnings in excess of $3,130 over in 40 different countries around
the world.
the four-day period.

Music program to host future pupils
by Tracy Todd

offers selection,
easy access, jobs

Most of the construction work
on the houses Is done by volunteers working side by side
with the recipient families. Twelve area churches have volunteered their services to Habi-

Anyone who is interested can
dean of the college.
Throughout the day students call 1-800-GO-BGSU.
will attend actual classes and
have a pizza party for lunch.
"Participants will have the opportunity to attend music theory
classes, sit in on rehearsals of the
ensembles and bands, as well as
meet the faculty and students,"
Richard Kennell
Kennell said.
The high school students will associate dean of the College of
spend their day in the Moore MuMusical Arts
sical Arts Center.

"Participants will
have the opportunity
to attend music
theory classes.

Another mall employee estimated that University students
comprise about 50 percent of the total business.
There is also a travel agency in Woodland Mall. Tom Snyder,
Travel employee, said fraternities and sororities keep their employees pretty busy. Some of the more popular destinations are
Mexico, Jamaica and Panama City.
One aspect of the mall many students said they find disappointing is the size.
"I wish they had more clothing stores for teen-agers, but there
are a lot of shoe stores," said Ann Wright, a freshman social
studies education major.
Some students said they do not think the mall has enough variety.
"The mall was smaller than the mall I'm used to, and the
stores aren't well-rounded enough," said April Cruz, a freshman
Spanish major.
Whatever its size, the mall does provide jobs for many college
students. The Elder-Beerman department store employs about
26 students each year, according to an employee who wished to
remain anonymous.
The employee also said only about 10 percent of business is
made up of University students. However, there is a sharp increase around Parents' Weekend, he added.
The employee said he believed that the reason the percentage
of college students shopping at Elder-Beerman was so low was
that students do not have a lot of money.

WFAL to hold bob-for-fish contest
by Ann Snyder
The BG News

Hootie and the Blowfish, according to Cornelius. Students can attempt to win tickets from 1 p.m.
University students will be on to 4 p.m.
their knees bobbing for fish in
"Just look for the mysterious
the University Oval Tuesday WFAL fishman roaming around
afternoon.
the Union," Cornelius said. "We
An initiation into "Field and have six pairs of tickets to give
Stream" magazine?
away. However, the tickets will
No, just a radio promotion.
not be in the pool because they
Falcon Radio, WFAL 680 AM, a would get soggy."
University radio station, will
Hootie and the Blowfish, who
have students bob for juju fish in are receiving MTV airplay for
a wading pool located in the Uni- their single "Hold My Hand," are
versity Union, said Dave Corne- coming to the Newport Music
lius, promotion director.
Hall in Columbus on Oct. 5.
Kristl Jones, WFAL assistant
Students plucking the lucky
juju fish from the pool will program director, agreed everyreceive a pair of tickets to see one should try to bob for fish.

"It will change your life,"
Jones said. "Once you've bobbed
for fish, there really are no
boundaries."

serious to do, so we went for the
fishing idea," said Cornelius,
Jones said WFAL will be giving

"Just look for the mysterious WFALfishman
roaming around the Union."
Dave Cornelius
WFAL promotion director

Cornelius said WFAL man- away tickets for several upcomagement decided the fish bob- ing shows at the Newport Music
bing scheme was the best way to Hall. Some of the bands are MC
launch the first of many ticket 900 Ft. Jesus Oct. 10 and Love
giveaways.
Spit Love and the Gigolo Aunts
"We couldnt think of anything on Oct. 12.

HOLOCAUST
Continued from page one.

Caribbean

UAO is sponsoring a trip to the
Holocaust Memorial Museum in
West Bloomfleld, Mich., Oct 9.
Students can still sign up for the
trip, which costs $2, but space is
limited. The trip to the museum
will be from 8:30 am. to 4 p.m. A
Holocaust survivor will speak to
the group at the end of the museum tour.
Other events UAO sponsored
as part of its Holocaust Education Week included the showing
of "Schindler's List" last weekend and a slide tour of a concentration camp by a University
student Monday night.
Kirk Peters, campus film director for UAO, said a total of
514 people attended the four
showings of "Schindler's List."

Musical duo dispels myths
by Julie Hamilton
The BC News

Romanovsky and Phillips
worked to dispel the myths of
homosexuality in their concert
Friday night at Kobacker Hall
in the Moore Musical Arts
Center, where they were
received by an enthusiastic
audience.
The pair described themselves as "ambassadors of homosexuality."
"We are professional homosexuals, which means we trav-

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
il now accepting applications lor in Nit three enuring claim
(April 1995, September IMS. |anuar, 1996)

jgjt*. Coach Gaiy .
Mr*

1>

c<*

MAD^U
Q.OK
MARCH 118-25

el around dispelling myths,"
Ron Romanovsky said.
Throughout the concert the
duo worked to refute stereotypes and myths about homosexuality, Romanovsky said.
"Myth: gays and lesbians are
a threat to traditional family
values," he said. "Traditional
family values are a threat to
gays and lesbians with families."
Paul Phillips said they want
to make it easier for young
gays and lesbians to come out
and feel welcome. The audi-

FREE
RAPPELLIKG
CLINIC !
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• At least 2-3 pin of undergraduate college in i health science or
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• A personal interest in a career as i primary care physician.

Savings up to $1OOOOG per cabin! $50°4
per cabin will be donated to the Make a
Wish Foundation in the name of the BGSU
Football Program.

Northwestern College of Chiropractic offers a rigorous four year professional
education. Our locus on science, diagnosis, chiropractic methods, patient
are and research provides our graduates with the tools they need to work
accredited by North Central Association
of Colleges and Schools and the Council
on Chiropractic Education.
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ODSTA CRUISES.

Woodland Mall

ence responded enthusiastically to the duo and its message.
"They are an inspiration to
us all," said Matt Delano, a
University student.
University student Scott Ailing said: "They're probably the
funniest gay men I've ever
seen. They were absolutely fabulous. Patsy would be proud."
"It is very enjoyable, very
fun," added Jay Christopher,
another University student.
"My friends made me come -1
didn't want to, but now I'm
really glad I did."

We i.-vite you to join us at CAREER Q

HOI West Mth Street. Neneapofa, MM SS43I
"Call to make a reservation"

for more info: 2-7164
or 2-2343

National
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Clinton business deals questioned
by Pete Yost
The Associated Press

AP Photo/Graf GlfcMB
President Clinton walks to Foundry United Methodist Curch to attend services Sunday morning In
Washington.

BLAZE
Continued from page one.

the smoke before the area was
evacuated.
"They got us out of there real
quick once they realized what
was happening," Fedorovich
said. "A lot of people were close
to panicking, but they got us out
of their real quick before anything could happen."
Fortney said the fire and the
evacuation were pretty scary.
She also said the SRC employees
got them out quickly.
"I was in the pool when the
lifeguard ordered everyone out,"
Fortney said. "They hadn't evacuated the place yet so I got into
the shower. Right after I put
shampoo in my hair they ordered
everyone out. I've still got the
shampoo in my hair."

IFC

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. - When
President Clinton's Whitewater
business partner had a complaint
with state regulators in 1986,
Clinton, who was then governor
of Arkansas, convened a meeting
to get to the
bottom of
things.
He had three
state officials
come to the
governor's office to hear
James McDougal's complaints in Clinton's presence.
McDougal was upset about the
state's refusal to grant hundreds
of permits for septic tanks he
wanted to install in one of his
many real estate developments.
Tom Butler, the No. 2 official
at the Arkansas Health Department, said Clinton was blunt in
describing the need for the meeting.
"I think some of your employees may be messing with this
friend of mine who's in land development," Butler, in an interview, quoted Clinton as saying.
But Butler said "I never got my
arm twisted" by Clinton or
anyone else in the governor's office to help McDougal.
Clinton, according to Butler,
characterized McDougal as "a
person who's been a contributor.
He's been a supporter of mine
since I ran for Congress and he's
never asked me for anything"
before.
Clinton's telephone call to Butler in late February 1986 resulted
in a March 4,1986, meeting with
McDougal in which "the guy
went crazy on us; he was just
ranting and raving," Butler said,
describing McDougal's behavior.
McDougal's anger over being
denied state permits was occurring at the same time federal
bank examiners were pouring

over the books at his failing savings and loan. McDougal was coowner with the Clintons of the
Whitewater real estate venture
in northern Arkansas. That venture and its financial ties to
McDougal's S&L are the focus of
a special prosecutor's investigation.
Participants in the March 4
meeting were Clinton, McDougal, Butler, then-Arkansas
Health Department chief Ben
Saltzman, the department's environmental chief and an aide to
Clinton, said David Kendall, the
Clintons' lawyer.
Kendall said that "the governor told Butler that he ought to
do what was right and the governor said he wasn't going to
interfere. He did not interfere."
Butler confirmed that, saying
Clinton apologized for the S&L
owner's behavior, telling Butler
after the meeting, "I didn't
know" McDougal "would act that
way."
Nonetheless, the state did review McDougal's case again and
ended up approving 20 additional
lots for septic tanks, Butler said.
The action still fell well short of
the hundreds of permits McDougal wanted.
At the meeting, Butler said
Clinton watched while McDougal
"started accusing Dr. Saltzman
and me of not being able to control" a state health employee who
was assigned to Maple Creek, the
McDougal land development involved in the dispute.
McDougal then criticized Clinton, complaining that "you promised" there would be just three
participants in the meeting Clinton, McDougal and Butler,
according to Butler.
An angry Clinton declared,
"Jim, you asked for the meeting," according to Butler, and
then suggested that the state
officials would wait while
McDougal summoned one of his
engineering contractors to the
session.

HOMECOMING

Continued from page one.

Edward Whipple, vice president for student affairs, who began working at the University in
this summer, said, "I would be
supportive of Interfraternity
Council initiating such investigations except that I don't
feel that they are responsible
enough. That responsibility is
seen through a committed
leadership on campus, service on
campus, understanding the role
of fraternities on campus and a
commitment to academic excellence. I have not yet seen proof
of IFC doing these things."
However, he did address a letter to Haggy Sept. 1 which read
"I want to extend my commenda-

tions, thanks, and congratulations to all fraternities at Bowling Green State University for
their outstanding community
service efforts this past year."
He went on to say in the letter
that "As members of the Interfraternitv Council, you should be
particularly proud of the advice,
counsel, and guidance you provide to the fraternities here at
BGSU, which certainly contribute to the leadership and generosity demonstated by these
organizations."
"They (IFC) have to prove they
can handle the responsibility.
They haven't - so thus the responsibilty goes to Greek Life,"

Whipple said.
Colvin said, "Idealistically I
should never have to step in. Discipline is failure. If student
leaders lived up to their obligations as leaders, there would be
no need for any University policies, and no need for any discipline."
"We are campus leaders and
we are responsible," Haggy said.
"This is obvious by the information in the housing reports which
are required by Greek Life that
fraternity members do hold
campus leadership positions. I
want to stress again that Greeks
on our campus raise close to

I

Abortion
activist's
murder
trial starts
The Associated Press

PENSACOLA, Fla. - With
abortion foes both denouncing and commending him, a
former minister accused of
killing a doctor and his bodyguard went on trial Monday in Die first major test of
a federal law guaranteeing
access to abortion clinics.
The judge seated a jury
and then agreed to reconsider his denial of a justifiable-homicide defense for
Paul Hill.
Hill, 40, has openly advocated the killing of abortion
providers.
The trial is being closely
watched by abortion-rights
supporters and by opponents who see the clinic access law as an effort to stifle their freedom of speech.
U.S. District Judge Roger
Vinson last week refused to
allow Hill to argue that the
slayings were justified to
prevent a greater evil. On
Monday, Vinson agreed to
give Hill's lawyers a chance
to argue their case Tuesday
before testimony begins.
Assistant U.S. Attorney
David McGee argued that
allowing such a defense
would be an invitation to
more violence.
"There are others out
there like Paul Hill,"
McGee told the judge.
"They are small in number
but they are fanatics. ... I
fear more blood will be
shed."

HOMECOMING

HOMECOMING
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All instruments are welcome, and if you have an interest in
participating in one of these ensembles, please contact:
Bonnie Bess, Secretary
University Bands1010 Musical Arts
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Organizational Meeting for Athletic Band
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Marquette ends BG soccer
team's seven-game streak
Maryland in the Akron Children's Hospital Classic.
"We are obviously disappointThe Marquette Warriors ed in the results, but we feel we
chopped down the Falcon soccer have played well enough to win
team's winning streak on Sunday both games," Palmisano said.
The Falcon offense, which
in Milwaukee. BG, riding a seven-game unbeaten run, lost 1-0 to averaged a robust four goals per
game during the unbeaten
the No. 23 Warriors.
But Marquette University head streak, could not penetrate the
coach Steve Adlard told BG head Warrior defense and was shut out
coach Gary Palmisano that the for the first time this season.
Marquette goalie Steve McCulWarriors were fortunate to win.
"He told me after the game lough improved on his nationally
that they were lucky to win," ranked goals against average by
stopping all five of the Falcons'
Palmisano said.
Marquette's Patrick Gross se- shots on goal. He came into the
cured the "lucky" victory when game with a miniscule 0.29 averhe scored the lone goal with 3:16 age.
"Their senior goalie is having
left in regulation, handing BG its
an Ail-American type season,"
second loss of the season.
Sunday's game was BG's sec- Palmisano said. "They do a good
ond loss to a ranked team this job of positioning and pressure
year. The Brown and Orange the midf ield defensively."
BG goalie Dan Traver suffered
opened the season with a 3-2
defeat to then-No. 19 Loyola of his first loss of the season, leav-

by Pat Murphy
The BG News

ing his record at 7-1 overall.
Traver stopped three shots but
allowed Gross to score on a rebound off the post. His goals
against average stand at 0.75
after eight contests.
Palmisano said despite the first
half effort of the Falcons, they
cannot lose focus in the second
half.
"We lost our rhythm in the second half. We got caught up in
their style," he said.
The ML' contest was the first
road game of the season for the
BG squad after it opened the
season with six straight home
games at Mickey Cochrane Field
The Falcons hop on the bus for
five straight road games after
Wednesday's home appearance
against the University of Detroit.
Their first battle on the road is
against the top-ranked team in
the nation, the Indiana Hoosiers
Oct. 9.

BG rugby downs Tennessee
by Scott Brown
The BG News

BG News/Beth Mattera

Freshman Ryan Evans fights off three Central Michigan players in an effort to clear the ball.

A number of lineup changes
proved beneficial to the Bowling
Green rugby team Saturday as it
posted a 24-13 home victory over
the Tennessee 'A' team at College
Park. The Falcons now stand
10-5-1 on the season.
Bruce Broad, one of the new
players on BG's 'A' squad, came
through in convincing fashion.
Broad scored three tries for the
Falcons, providing 15 of the 24
points.

"Bruce came up and did a great
job for us," coach Roger Mazzarella said. "Overall, we played
a lot better today compared to
our last game [an upset loss to
Kent]. We still have a ways to go,
but we'll be all right."
Two of Broad's three scores
came in the first 25 minutes of
the game as Bowling Green
opened an early 17-0 lead. Tennessee came back with a late
first-half flourish to pull within
17-13, but the Falcon defense
came through in the second half.
They held the Volunteers score-

less until Broad scored again late
in the half to ice the outcome.
"We did a pretty good job as a
team," Broad said. "We've had a
couple of injuries and we
changed things up a little bit. We
came together really well."
Among the injuries, Paul Todd
has a broken arm and may miss
the remainder of the season.
Todd was the team's leading
scorer last season.
"When you get a big lead,
sometimes you start coasting,"
See RUGBY, page

nine

MAJOR PRIZE GIVEAWAY INCLUDING TRIP FOR TWO TO THE LAS VEGAS BOWL!
AT SATURDAY'S HOME FALCON FOOTBALL GAME vs. OHIO. Register at Gate.
Sponsored by Barney's
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get in touch with State Farm.
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College coaches to
discuss new issues

Volleyball team sweeps Zips
Andrasko shines
sive against the Zips, connecting on five kills without an error for a .417 hitting percentage. Jessica Andrasko contributed IS digs and 12 kills to
the BG attack.
"Friday night we were very
hard to stop offensively," Van
De Walle said. "We really had
our transition game going and
Jodi Olson was setting up our
hitters really well."
The Falcons' fine offensive
play continued Saturday night
when they pulled out the
brooms again in a sweep of
Kent State.
BG blasted the Flashes
15-10,15-0 and 15-8.
In the second game - a rare
shutout - Andrasko nearly
handled KSU by herself.
"Jess was just incredible in
the second game," Van De
Walle said. "I think that she
served for nine or 10 straight
points. And five of those came
off of service aces."
Van De Walle hopes that the
Falcons will be able to keep
their momentum going tonight
when they take a break from
their Mid-American Conference schedule to host Wright
State. Game time is 7 p.m.
"The team is also very excited
because the support from the
fans at home has really been
good this year.

by Mike Kazimore
The BC News
The Bowling Green volleyball team was supposed to be
In for a stern test Friday night
when the Akron Zips, with a
record of 15-1, came to Anderson Arena
The Falcons proved to be the
superior team, however, as
they swept the Zips 15-8, 15-5
and 16-14.
"Although Akron had an impressive record, they had
pretty much played a regional
schedule," BG head coach
Denise Van De Walle said.
"Our schedule was definitely
harder, and I think it really
prepared us for the season.
"I like to play a national
schedule against nationally
ranked competition because
that's where I think this team
belongs."
After winning the first point
of the opening game, the Falcons cruised throughout the
rest of the evening.
"When we scored on the
very first play of the game I
knew that we were going to be
in control," Van De Walle said.
"We looked so aggressive and
intense - it was really nice to
see that kind of attitude out on
the court."
Jenny Ostrom was impres-

by Jim O'Cunnell
The Associated Press

BGNewi/MlkcZiwacId

there was any animosity created
when they decided to boycott,"
NABC director Jim Haney said.
HOUSTON - The entire mem- "A lot of the issues we've been
bership is expected at the second fighting for they took to a social
summit of college basketball level and, frankly, got a lot of atcoaches, and the man in charge tention and there's been change
doesn't forsee any ill-will from a based on those efforts."
boycott last year by members of
Among the changes was the
the Black Coaches Association.
vote last week by the NCAA
A year ago, in Charlotte, N.C., Presidents Commission to let
the National Association of Bas- schools, in some cases, choose
ketball Coaches discussed mat- between their own SAT requireters ranging from student- ments and the NCAA's.
athlete eligibility to the status of
The decision seemed to avoid a
assistant coaches. But some of second showdown between the
the top names in the sport were NCAA and the BCA.
elsewhere, talking about probThat doesn't mean the two-day
lems they wanted resolved.
summit won't be used as a chance
A reduction in the number of for the coaches on all levels to let
scholarships to 13 was the issue the NCAA hear their views about
that finally brought the BCA to a number of things - ethics, upaction. Led by John Thompson of coming NCAA legislation, gamGeorgetown, George Raveling of bling, professional development
Southern Cal, Nolan Richardson and minority opportunities.
of Arkansas and John Chaney of
"Some of the issues are
Temple, the BCA met instead different from last year," Haney
with the Black Congressional said. "Sportsmanship is an issue
Caucus and started a dialogue a lot of people are talking about
with the NCAA over admission and it's not like we'll have any
standards and scholarships.
legislation to be drafted, but we
Because of the boycott, the in- will have the chance to express
augural meeting was far from philosophies about sportsmancomplete. It won't be that way ship and how we can accomplish
Tuesday when the second sum- what we talk about. The NCAA
mit starts because the NABC's Clearinghouse is an issue, a big
black members should boost at- issue in the eyes of coaches and
tendance from 350 to more than administrators and this will be a
500.
chance to find out where we are
"It happened and I don't think and how do we solve the bugs."

Falcon setter Jodi Olson reaches for the ball in a game earlier
this year.

Vardell sidelined
NHL owners spend money freelyw(th knee injury
league commissioner Gary
Bettman imposed economic rollbacks that saved owners at least
$20 million. Since then, general
managers have voluntarily spent
more than 10 times that amount
on long-term contracts.

The Associated Press

Edmonton Oilers general manager Glen Sather suggests they
TORONTO - While NHL
should be whipped for their
owners may be moaning about
spendthrift ways.
being poor, they sure aren't actIt's been almost a week since
ing like it.
the two sides have had any forIn the beginning of August,
mal negotiations, and the lack of
talks has frustrated some negotiators.
"Lock the doors, order the
Chinese food," suggested Brian
Burke, the NHL's vice president
and director of hockey operations. "Nobody leaves until a
deal's done. I'd love to do that."
Last Friday, the league postponed the Oct. 1 start of the
season for two weeks and said
play would begin Oct. 15 if there
was a new contract or if significant progress toward one had
been made. Neither the NHL nor
the NHL Players' Association is
expected to have a new proposal
to offer when they meet Tuesday
in New York to resume negotiations.
NHL players have only limited
free agency because clubs retain
the right to match offers or
extract major compensation in
most cases. This kept salaries
low until a few maverick teams,
led by the St. Louis Blues, started
spending money on free agents
that couldn't be matched.
In 1993-94, the average salary
rose to $503,087 from $412,512.
The number of players making
$1 million or more grew from
fewer than five just six years ago
to 75.
"I dont mind paying star
players," Edmonton owner Peter
Pocklington said. "They're entertainers. But that does not mean
the journeymen should share in
the abundance if it is killing the
goose which lays the golden
egg"
A cursory look at an NHLPA
AP phMcKOorgt Wldmu salary list from Aug. 1 to Oct. 1
Executive guard Bernle Schaffer stands outside the Spectrum In Phil- doesn't show very many jouradelphia on Saturday hours before the start of the NHL season. neymen players. It's doubtful
However, league owners suspended the start of play pending a con- players like Teemu Selanne and
Keith Tkachuk of the Winnipeg
tract agreement with the players.

Let Us Introduce You
to Authentic Mexicon

Jets or Bill Ranford of the Oilers
fit that bill.
Players acknowledge that their
salaries have risen dramatically
over the past four or five years.
NHLPA president Mike Gartner of the Toronto Maple Leafs
said: "Revenues have continued
to grow. Expansion teams have
continued to bring in a tremendous amount of money for the
league. I think it's a very healthy
business."
Escalating salaries are front
and center in the stalemate in
negotiations.
"We need a playeremployment system that avoids
making this a league of haves and
have-nots," wrote Bettman in a
letter to players last Friday. "Unless we develop that type of
system, our recent success will
not solve our economic and competitive problems. This situation
must be addressed, and addressed now."
The NHL proposes to tax a
team's payroll as a means to raise
revenues from small-market
teams. Bettman has repeatedly
said the proposal isn't a cap, but
that is how players portray it because they feel teams will move
closer to the trigger for the tax,
thus cutting salaries.
The NHLPA has proposed a 5.5
percent tax on the payrolls and
gate receipts.

$2 OFF

on a minimum purchase
of $12
(Dillvtry only)

(MM/value J

036 y MOM
836 S. Moln
DowimgGroeo
Cowling Green
312-3874
332-3874
•10-23-94
villa w/ottwr coupons »
/ Explr. 10-23-94 Not valid w/olhor coupon* yC Explrol
0-23-94 Not nil.
- \\\y - - ■

BEREA, Ohio - The Cleveland
Browns' excitement over their
best start in 15 years was tempered Monday by news that fullback Tommy Vardell needs knee
surgery that will sideline him indefinitely.
Vardell had to be helped off the
field after he injured his left
knee on the third play of Sunday's 27-7 victory over the New
York Jets, which improved
Cleveland to 4-1. Vardell was
hurt when Jets safety Brian
Washington crashed into him to
break up a third-down pass over
the middle.
"Tommy had some fairly seri-

ous damage to his knee," Browns
coach Bill Belichick said Monday. "We won't know the full extent of the injury until they do
the surgery, but clearly he'll be
out for a while."
Team physician John Bergfeld
will do the surgery Tuesday at
the Cleveland Clinic.
Belichick declined to speculate
on how long Vardell would be out
and said he didn't know if the injury involved the anterior cruciate ligament, which provides
stability to the lower leg. The injury was too severe to be repaired using an arthroscope, the
coach said.
Belichick said it was difficult
to tell exactly how Vardell got
hurt.

25% OFF

BG Gold & Silver Exchange
993 S. Main • suite B
Buying • Selling • Estate Appraisals
Anything made of gold or silver
Coins • Jewelry • Diamonds • Precious Metals
Proof & Mint Sets • Coin Collecting

354-8714

1-800-883-8649

I Thought You Missed Out on
|
Sorority Rush?
Think Again...
I Hie Panhellenic Council Presents The
| Final Rush Parties of the Fall Season
f
I

October 3, 4, 5
9:00 pm - 10:00 pm

Food!
?BUY ONEDINNER^
$ GET A SECOND AT $
1/2 PRICE
I Dint In only -of oqutl or

by Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press

Man
Tue
Wed

Mac N
Phi Mu
Delta Zeta
Kappa Delta

Hatch elder
Rodners §
Kappa Delta
Phi Mu
Kappa Delta $
Delta Zeta
Phi Mu %

Questions?? Call Jo Ann 2-2151
All University Women Welcome
Come As You Are
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1-800-COLLECT

fi££ 5Tt/ff/
T-SHIRTS, FRISBEES, AMERICAN AIRLINES COUPONS,
CD COUPONS, WEAVER POPCORN AND MORE!

I

THE UNION OVAL
PLACE

OCTOBER 4 AND 5, 8:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
DATE & TIME

AND...You cam at
register for the
1-800-COLLECT
I

Vtfo this
1995 S-SERIES PICKUP!

TlMMwt

CHEVY
TRUCKS

AmericanAirlines
11 icn IUCII I**II MI ico
American/^
^^1 I IWl IVHI Y**/J^

r>~>4;^^^~.

RadlSSOn
HOTELS

INTERNATIONAL

1-800-COLLECT
Save The People You Call Up To 44%*.
"Versus AT&T operator-dialed three-minute interstate calls.
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Don, Dolphins win family feud

Falcon offense is
tops in the MAC
by Christian Pelusl
The BC News

Efficient -- that's probably
the word that most accurately
describes the Bowling Green
offense.
In the last four games, all
wins, the team has scored on
61.3 percent of its possessions
(21 touchdowns, six field
goals), good for first-place
ranking in the MAC in scoring
offense.
Lending to this point, BG's
quarterback Ryan Henry is
third in the nation in passing
efficiency with a rating of
167.16.
Other factors in the success
of the offense are its depth
and diversity.
More individuals contribute
to the team's production than
on any other team in the MAC.
"That goes back to two
things," head coach Gary
Blackney said. "First, the
great Job our assistant coaches have done recruiting. Second, the great job Mike Waters
has done in player personnel
development.
"It's exciting for us as
coaches," he added.
Blackney credits offensive
coordinator Michael Faragalli
with manipulating personnel
to create an edge in match-ups
for the offense.
"There's a reason why
Courtney Davis is running
those screen passes on third
down, and there's a reason

by Dave Goldberg
The Associated Press

why Kcylan Cates is running
the toss sweep for 49 yards
[against Cincinnati). It's
planned," Blackney said.
Blackney also said that the
game is continually moving
toward such mismatch advantage philosophies, mostly
brought into the game by the
trail-blazing offensive mind of
Bill Walsh.
"It's filtering down from the
NFL, even though we [college
teams] are usually a step behind. But we do try to include
such things," Blackney said.
Spreading the ball to a number of players keeps everyone
in the game and does not allow
opposing defenses to key on
one player.
"Some teams are trying to
double-cover our wideouts
[Ramier Martin and Ronnie
Redd] and are really trying to
overplay them. That leaves
some other things open,"
Blackney said.
This was exhibited in the
first Falcon touchdown to
tight end Trevor Stover.
Martin and Redd were set
wide to the right, drawing a
corncrback and the strong
safety. A weak safety was
placed to aid the other two defensive backs.
"So Mike [Faragalli] put
[fullback] Darius Card in motion to the right, drawing the
backside corner [to the right],
leaving Stover open in the
middle," Blackney said.

CINCINNATI - Don Shula
wouldn't quite say that beating
his son David was the least
fulfilling of the record 331 games
he's won.
His wife Mary Anne said it for
him.
"I was the only family member
cheering for Don and even I have
to admit that when Dave's team
scored that first touchdown, I
was cheering for it," said Mary
Anne, who married Don last year,
two years after the death of his
first wife and Dave's mother,
Dorothy.
It was indeed a bittersweet
night for the Shula family.
Papa Don's Miami Dolphins
gave up the first TD on the third
play of the game - that's what
got Mary Anne cheering for
Dave.
But Don's Dolphins wore down
Dave's Cincinnati Bengals, winning 23-7 in the first professional
game ever between father and
son head coaches.
The game, in fact, was more
media event than poignant family reunion - that took place Saturday night when father and son
got together for a barbecue at
Dave's house with the three
Shula daughters and Dave's family. The fifth Shula offspring,
Mike, was in Chicago, where he is
tight ends coach for the Bears.
In fact, Mike was one of the
topics of the pregame media
event, a three-minute meeting on
the field between father and son.
Dave, the son who came in with
eight wins in 36 NFL games with
the Bengals and 0-4 this season,
was there first. Don, the father.

AP photo/David Koh

Miami Dolphins coach Don Shula hugs his son Dave, coach of the Cincinnati Bengals, after the Dolphins' 23-7 victory.
with a 3-1 record and that league
record for wins, came five
minutes later. Both were early,
as most coaches usually are - the
mini-media event was scheduled
for 6:15 p.m.
They shook hands and embraced.

Olympian faces L.A.P.D. in court
byJohnNadel
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - Al Joyner recalls the scary incident of nearly
2 1/2 years ago vividly, which
isn't a surprise since he remembers thinking he was going
to die.
Joyner says he was terrorized
by the members of the Los Angeles Police Department.
It was Friday, May 8, 1992.
Joyner, who won the gold medal
in the triple jump at the 1984
Olympics in Los Angeles and was
hoping to compete in the 1992
Games, was driving in Hollywood about 10:30 a.m. when he
was pulled over by police.
Joyner, 34, believes he was
stopped and treated improperly
that day for only one reason because he was a young black
man driving a nice car.
"Every time I think about it, it
scares me," Joyner said. "It put
the living fear in me. I had just
left the White House with the
President of the United States,
and two days later that happened.
And I didn't do anything wrong.
"No matter how far you go, I'm
still a black man and not a human
being."
What happened that day triggered a civil rights action against
the City of Los Angeles and
several LAPD officers, including
former chief Daryl F. Gates.
A trial is scheduled to start

HANGING7IMES
fl

Tuesday in U.S. District Court.
According to the complaint,
police stopped traffic in both
directions on Sunset Boulevard
and ordered Joyner from his car
by loudspeaker, forcing him to
kneel at gunpoint and handcuffing him in front of a numerous
onlookers.
Police incorrectly ran his special Olympic license plate so that
it came back registered to a
pickup truck rather than the 1984
Nissan registered to Joyner's
wife, the complaint says.
It also said that Joyner was
never asked for his driver's license and registration, which
would have shown the car's
plates matched the vehicle.
Instead, he was treated as a
"high-risk felony suspect," and
the treatment caused him to experience "unbelievable humiliation and terror."
While Joyner was still handcuffed, the car's plates were finally rim correctly. Joyner was
then released without receiving
any traffic citation or an apology,
the complaint says.
According to the complaint,
one of the police cars pulled
Joyner over a second time a

522 €. Wooster

354- 0011

&/t*UfJfatf&»-

BRING IN VOUR STUD6NT ID AND
R€C€IV€

New Salon
Behind Dairymart
354-2244
Aveda & Paul Mitchell
products available.
Early morning
appointments accepted.

block away, allegedly to interrogate him as a suspect in a hit-andrun accident that occurred earlier in the day. The complaint
says that was "to provide a cover
for the first unlawful stop."
Although he was not handcuffed during the second stop,
Joyner was detained "for no
reason for another lS-to-20
minutes."
The complaint charges the
officers involved "acted and
conspired together in order to
cover up the true facts" and
made "false and misleading reports" on the incident.
"I was going to a press conference, all of a sudden I got pulled
over," Joyner recalled. "When I
slowly turned to my left and
looked up, I saw a gun. I could
tell by the look in this guy's eyes,
if I had slipped he would have
blown me away."
Joyner didn't compete in the
1988 Olympics, instead training
his wife, Florence Griffith
Joyner, who dominated the women's sprints in those Games.
He was attempting a comeback
in 1992, hoping to compete in the
triple jump and 120-meter high
hurdles.

exp. 11/30/94
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mi&The Winners Of
Free Food Raffle

$ 2 off Haircut
5 off Perm or Coloring!
w/ Carol

exp. 10/30/94

LitaBarr
Larry Banning
Melissa Boenm
MM Cathellne
Mart DelicanOro
MM Eltngton
Jui<© Goers
Dimlei Had|lyttl
Pal Hall
James Harrington

Mater Ginnan
Andrea Hopkins
M. Christina loanez
Leslie Johnson
BrieHeJonea
NecJo Lynch
Karen M/ers
GantNagy
Jason Newman
SnenOndertk

Paul Pawlazzyk
Peter Person
Brian Potnasi
JoelSchell
Erie Sommeri
Karen Stembarg >
She-vta0. TaJton *
Mark Tomallo
Wayne C Tories *
Russe) Wangler

• •*•••••••••••••••••*

Joyner was supposed to run in
a meet at UCLA the day after he
was stopped, but was unable to
because he was so distressed.
"The dispute in this case is
simply whether what they did
cost Al an opportunity to compete in the 1992 Olympics," said
John C. Burton, one of Joyner's
attorneys. "They say it didn't, we
say it did. That's what the trial is
going to be about.
"... We think the damages
should be in seven figures. He is
only one in a long list of black
professionals, sports figures, entertainment figures, that this has
happened to."
Burton said that settlement
talks haven't been successful.

Dave said, "How you doin'?
How are you?"
Don: "Good to see you?"
It went on like that for three
minutes, although at one point
the two men whispered to each
other, seemingly ill at ease at
saying anything meaningful with

a crowd surrounding them.
What did they talk about, Don
was asked after the game?
"We were just talking about
some family thing," Don replied.
Then they shook hands again,
three minutes after they had
done it the first time.

RUGBY
Continued from page page six.

Mazzarella said. "That was a mistake on our part — letting them
back in the game - but we need
to correct that. We had them in
the backfield, but we let them
play a forward game and that
cost us."
The Falcons made the adjustment in the second half, and the

GREENWOOD COIN
LAUNDRY

Volunteers never threatened until the closing seconds with the
game in hand.
Grady Slack provided the rest
of the points for the Falcons, with
conversion kicks after each of
Broad's tries and a penalty kick.

12 3 4 5 6
Lucky Load Coupon
Buy 12 washes and get a

pick up and delivery
available
353-suds
1616 E. Wooster
across from Chi Chi's

FREE WASH
top load washers
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ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION GROUP
This Wednesday at 9:00
1003 BAA
ALL WELCOME!

CAMPUS EVENTS
• * * Into tha Streets * *'
Come jr>n ui on Wed. Oct. 5
9 00 pm in 105 BA
to we can start planning our
events Come meet new people
and get involved1
''' Inio the Streets "''
"FMA"
Fashion Merchandising Association
2nd General meeting at 8pm
in Mof all Assembly
Come hear all you would ever
want to know about Nike1
-ATTENTION"
APICS/Purchaslng Club General Meeting
Tuesday. October 4
BA 112 7.30pm
Dave Stanford speaks on Coop experiences
"Free PIZM and Pop"
'O.S.EA."
Don't forget about ou> meeting Tuesday, October 4 9 pm m 115 Ed. Bldg. Come jorn the
tun, door prizes a guest speakers!
See you therel
Ann: All Education Majors
OSE A would like to invite you
to come hear Patti Brroks talk
about alternative assessment
B.O.S.U. COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
Come out and gel involved
in exciting campaigns
B PM- TONIGHT
116 Business Administration Building
BGSU. SKI CLUB
The BGSU Ski CLub will have a meeting about
the trip to Aspen Tuesday night at 9 pm in
Room 113 BA. Also. $100 deposit is due. For
more information call 354-2620
BEWARE THE FISHMAN)
Come to the Union Oval thla afternoon
Find the WFALFISHMAN
lor your chance to win FREE TICKETS
lo tee HOOTIE AND THE BLOWFISH ■
THE FISHMAN COMETH!

FRCNDSOf THE DEAF
Learn to smg in sign language
NOEXPERIENCE NEEDED
Everyone Welcome - Wed. 9 pm 363 Ed.
IPC CLUB FIELD TRIPt
Thursday, October 6th we will be touring
WBGU Channel 27 and producer/director Anthony Howard will talk to us about the television
industry. Space it limited-CaR Meredith at
352-6749 or Slephan.e at 353-5214 for your
reservation l
00 SN
Wednesday. October 5.1994
7pm Meeting
Room 4000 BAA
Agenda:
•Plan Rubbermaid Tour
•Job and Internship opportunity listings
•Plan future events
" Bring your T-shirt ideasl'
Parents of the Year E ssay Contest
Son up in the UAO offioe.
Essays due Monday Oct. 10 by 5:00pm
'Prizes will be awarded"
Sponsored Oy UAO
Relive those crazy days of your Parents
PUBLICITY OFFlCER'S-ls your organization
trying to find creative ways to publicize your
events? Are you trying lo make your group
more visible to the campus community? Please
attend the Publicity's Officer's Workshop on
Wed. Oct. 5, 1994 at 7:00pm. Gardner
McLean, Associate Director of the Public Relations Office will be the guest speaker For
reservations, please contact the Office of Student Act vities at 372-2843.
Purchase one ticket for
BGSU Football in Toledo (Oct. 15}
PLUS
Round Trip Transportation provided by
JAM Charter Services
Only $25
Register Outside Education Bldg.
10/4-10/7 from 11am - 5pm
Sponsored by the BG University YMCA
Contact Joe or Jack 2-4943 tor more into.
SOLD
Student Organized
Leadership Development
Provide A encourage leadership on
campus. Applications can be picked
up m 405 Student Services Building
Due date October 7th by 5pm

Campue Eipreaalons
Is studying getting you down? A song can
pici you back up. Thursday Oct. 6
Karaoke comes to the Bowl NT Greenery
From 8:30-11:30pm come sing to old
favorites and today's newest sounds.
Sponsored by the Prevention Center
COLLEGIATE 4-H
COLLEGIATE 4-H
Meeting Tuesday Oct 4 at 8 30pm in 305
Moseiey.Oommissit1
__^^_

DO YOU HAVE AN
EXTRA 3 MINUTES?

USG Voter Reg
USG Voter Reg.
USG Voter Reg

m\ favorite BG restaurant,

deserves star billing. It's the

" Reebok Body Walk "
The Energizing Fitness Walk
begins Oct 4th
Tues. & Thurs. Noon • 1:00
Meet at SRC Gazebo
372-7482 tor more info.
By SRC
Student Wellness Center
*" Adopt-A-Grand par en( "*
Do you miss your grandparents? Are you interested in working with the elderly' If so, find out
what Adopt-A-G'andparent is about. Call
372-8068, well return your message. This organization is a part of Voiunteersln Progress.
"•"•ALL SPORTS CONTENDEERS™"
You made it through try-outs.
You made it through practice.
You made it ink) the playoffs.
Forget something''
WE MADE YOUR COMPETITION'S JERSEYS!
WE COULD STILL DO YOURS BY NEXT
WEEK
353-0901
"THE GREEK MART"*
"""THE ONLY COMPLETE SOURCE*""'
Alpha Phi LISA IMEL Alpha Phi
III' Lisa.
I can't wart until you are finally a pan ol our family. You are the GREATESTi Have fun this
week A see ya Thursday'
Love Ya-Your BIG
AOTT AOTT Lil Ang.e Ross AOTT AOTT
Congratulations on your initiation! I am so
proud of you Good Luck with the Rush Assistant elections I am behind you all the way
AOTT Love- B<g Karen
AOTT AOTT Lil Angie Ross AOTT AOTT

Undergraduate Alumni Association
Next General Meeting is Tuesday October 4th
tn the Talt Room of Ihe Union at 9pm. Find out
about Homecoming activities. Refreshments
provided. Ail are welcome'l
___^_

BG'S Largest Selection ol
Fraternity & Sorority products
Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St.
352 6333

LOST & FOUND
LOST: 1 Casio BOSS (Business Organizer
Scheduling System). If found call 372-1942.
Ask forBryan. Reward upon return.
Lost: Gold bracelet with dolphins and sand dollars. Also, gold chain with charm of ceramic yellow rota. If found, please can 372-6143 and
ask tor Jodi or Julie. Reward offered. Sentimental value.

HORSEBACK
RIDING/TRAIL
RIDES/RIDING LESSONS/ RESERVATIONS NECESSARY. SLIPPERY ELM RIDING RANCH. 13596 W. KRAMER RD. BOWLING GREEN. OH 419-353-5403

best place to eat between
Toledo &Columbus.^^

Pregnant? We can help.
Free 6 confidential pregnancy tests.
support and information.
BG Pregnancy Center.
Call 354-HOPE.

The Toledo Blade Hesiauram Cntu

SKYDIVE IN BG. is: Jump course. Season
ending in 4 to 5 weeks. Call for into, and good
deal. Visa & Mastercard accepted 3525200.
146 North Main

* Gamma Phi Beta * Alpha Sigma Phi'
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would like to
congratulate Kriaten Schmenk on her lavaliering to Alpha Sigma Phi Dave Krelenkamp.
* Alpha Sigma Phi' Gamma Phi Beta '

Balloons and Balloon Bouquets
Greeting Cards, Gift Wrap and Accessories
Collegiate Connection
53i Ridge St

SERVICES OFFERED

\\ In my book. SamB's.

ATTENTION GREEKSI
The first G A w M A meeting will
be he'd Thursday, Oct. 6th from
9 < 5 1 o 30 m the Oho Suite of the
Union Jacque Daley will be doing a
one-hour TIPS training, and
complimentary "mockiaiis" will
be served GET EXCITEDHI

THE PRINCETON REVIEW
is coming to BG on Tue day. Oct. 4th at 730 prr
in 116 BA Sponsored by the AMERICAN
MARKETING ASSOCIATION' All majors welcomel

USG Voter Reg
USG Voter Reg.
USG Voter Reg
Register D vote
10-4 Ed. Bldg. steps
Rogister K) vote
10-4 Ed Bldg steps

PERSONALS

Buy 6 Sell * Best Prices
Anything made of gold A silver.
Gold A silver coins-coin collections
354 8714 1-800-8838647
BG Gold & Silver Exchange
993 S Main, Suite B
M-ThtOe, F. Sat 10 6
(25% oft sale on gold A sterling A coins)
Gamma Phi Beta * Gamma Phi Beta
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would
like to congratulate Wendy Prater
on her pre-engagement to
Jeff Schoii Irom the University
ol Cincinnati.
Gamma Phi Beta ■ Gamma Phi Beta
Gamma Phi Beta" Gamma Phi Beta
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would like to
congratulate the following:
Offcer of the Week: E nn Ryan
Sister of the Week: Heather Carpenter
Thanks for all you dol
Gamma Phi Beta' Gamma Phi Beta

Gamma Phi Beta ■ Gamma Phi Beta
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would like to
congratulate Pauls Van Dyne on her receni
pearling to Selh Droe
Gamma Phi Beta ■ Gamma Phi Beta

Happy Hours at Campus Poliyeyes
M-F 4-7; 2-4-1 Snacks A Disc. Beer. By the
Smokestackii Daily Buffets Tool

HAVE YOU EVER WANTED TO TEACH? 8»
com* a UNIV 100: UNIVERSITY SUCCESS
FACILITATOR nexi lau Teach lint year students about becoming a successlul student at
BGSUII Applications are available in SAO. 405
Ssjdent Services. Into. Sessions lor Student
Facilitaton will be held on Oct. 13 at 5pm in
102 BA. Into. Sessions tor Graduate Student
and Stall Facilitaton will be "u a on Oct. 12 at
5pm m 115BA

Sewn on loners
Next Day Service
Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St
352-8333
Tommorrow's Clown will be appearing at Easystreet Cafe Wednesday, October 5. 10pm.
Join the Ctrcusl
WHY DOES PORTERHOUSE CALL HIS
WIFE GRUESOME7DO TAXI DRIVERS
REALLY HAVE MORE FUN?
SEE RUN FOR YOUR WIFE ■ CALL 372-2719

HOLOCAUST EDUCATION WEEK
'Loam now ao that history
will never repeat Itself.'
SEPT. 30. OCT. 1 - SCHINDLER'S LIST GISH
FILM THEATER6PM4 10PM.
OCT.3 SLIDE TOUR OF CONCENTRATION
CAMP. TAFT ROOM UNION 8 30PM
OCT. 5 HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR
SPEAKSLENHART GRAND BALLROOM 8
PM
OCT 9 TRIP TO HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL

Why the Hell ahould I |oln a Fraternity?
That*s what we thought.
Find out what changed our minds.
Lambda Chi Alpha's Open House
October 5 at 7pm-9pm

MUSEUM 6 30AM ■< 00 PM
call 2-7164 or 2-2343 tor more into
sponsored by UAO

University
Union

jS0S^

TUESDAY NIGHT
6 95
SPECIAL ($ - .

N.Y. STRIP STEAK
INCL. SALAD AND BAKED POTATO

OPENS 5 - 7 pm
* AM student meal plan cards accepted

Best Values
\On Campus

Best Values
On Campus

$4#95
v,n

*"•■■

make your own tacos, fajitas,
hurritos and chimlcliangas.
INCL. COMPLETE SALAD BAR, TACO
SALAD, BAKED POTATO AND

UNLIMITED BEVERAGE.

OPENS 430 - 7 pm
' Ml student meal pl.ni cards accepted

Lawn Maintenance
Part-time 20-25 hrsjweek
Call 352-5822

WANTED
COME JOIN USI
OCTOBER (,1994
1:00PM

National Park JobsOver 25.000 openings)
(including hotel staff, lour guides, etc.) Benefits
Abonusesl
Apply now for best posioons.
Call: 1 -206-545-4804 exl. N55441.

1 female subleaser lor Spring '95
semester. $175/mo. A deposit.
Call Kristin 353 6099

MEET THE COACHESI
HEAR THE BANDI
SEE THE COURT!
LISTEN TO WFALI
WIN SOME PRIZESI

i-3 Subleasers neoded (or spnng semester.
Low rent. FREE CABLE. Close to campus
3522836.

BE THERE BETWEEN STUDENT SERVICES
ANDKREISCHEROUADI

FOX RUN Apt. lor sublease - Spring
Semester. 2 bdrm . washer/dryer,
furnished Very nice Call 352-6053
Spring '95 - Wanted: 1 Female roommate.

T-shirts $8 00
Waterbottles 12 00
Package $9.50
@Union Foyer: 9am-Spm
Monday-Friday
Catch the Wave)

Our company is looking for individuals who
want to gam management eipenence next
summer. Earn $6,000 - $10,000 per summer.
The earty bird gets the worm 1-80O-887-1960.
Pacific Crab House - Maumee - now hiring all
positions. Flexible hours A schedules. Apply.
Mon -Sun, or call 1-891-1161.

Homecoming 1994

Roommate needed. Own room. Great Location. Cad 352-0470.

N-ce furnished apartment.

Call 354-8315

FOR SALE

Wanted ASAP non-smoking female roommate
Must be neat, friendry, easy going. $160/mo .
•IM. Call Tara 354-5117.

INTRAMURAL ICE HOCKEY OFFICIALS
NEEDED. APPLY IN 130 FIELD HOUSE BEFORE 10/5
EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
WNDATOBY MEETING-10 5-7 00 P M

1986 Ponbac Grand Am SE • V6. 3.0 liter. 2
door, new paint, excellent condition. Call
353-3424 ask lor Jeremy.

HELP WANTED

1987 Ford Mustang GT. Many x-tras, pert.
cond Need money. Call 353-1004.

IS BARBARA SMITH REALLY A TRANSVESTITE?
IS MARY SMITH REALLY A NUN?
SEE RUN FOR YOUR WIFE - CALL 372-2719

$1500 weekly possible mailing our circulars!
For info call 202298-9065.

For Sale- Heavy Duty 2*6 Construction
Contemporary Design
Used Apt. Furniture
For more information. Call 354-3533
(desk, chairs, non-splitable bunk beds.
dressers, and more).

Ann: Get paid for reading books. $500 weekly
Choose subject matter. Free details call
1-(206)-649-5987Ext EB500

IS BOBBY FRANKLYN REALLY A DRESS
DESIGNER?
WHY IS JOHN SMITH EATING THE NEWS
PAPER?
SEE RUN FOR YOUR WIFE ■ CALL 372-2719

BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
CITY Of BOWLING GREEN PARKS AN0
RECREATION DEPARTMENT SEEKS EXPERIENCED BASKETBALL OFFICIALS FOR
ADULT LEAGUES BEGINNING OCTOBER 31
AND ENDING MARCH 31. 1995. APPLICANTS MUST BE AVA1ABLE EVENINGS
F ROM 6PM - 11 PM ON MONDAY, TUESDAY
OR WEDNESDAY
RATE OF PAY IS
$1200/GAME APPLY IN PERSON AT THE
PARKS AND RECREATION OFFCE IN CITY
PARK.

IS JOHN SMITH REALLY A BIGAMIST?
WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO LITTLE STANLEY?
SEE RUN FOR YOUR WIFE - CALL 372-2719
Large Selection
100%Wool Color Fast Dye
Sweaters, Vests. Shirts.
Pultovers. Hats, and Gloves
Sweaten S39.9S
J.T. Carryout
405 Thurstin

GYM SUPERVISOR
CITY OF BOWLING GREEN PARKS AND
RECREATION DEPARTMENT SEEKS (2)
GYM SUPERVISORS TO OVERSEE ADULT
BASKETBALL AND VOLLEYBALL LEAGUES
AT HIGH SCHOOL AND JR. HIGH SCHOOL
BEGINNING OCTOBER 16 AND ENDING
MARCH 31. 1995. RATE OF PAY IS
$4.50'HOUR
APPLICANTS MUST BE
AVAILABLE EVENINGS FROM 6PM TO
MIDNIGHT. MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY. APPLY IN PERSON AT THE PARKS
AND RECnFATON OFFICE IN CITY PARK

Mary Kay Sale 20% ott
Everything in stock.
Call 353 6115, ask lor Karen

MC.MT MK1G CS MIS Majors:

Immediate part-time, full-time
Spring A even Summer
posiDons available'!
Apply now with current resume
at Co Op ott ice. 238 Admin.
Mossimoe. A California based sportswear
company is looking tor entries in its new "Campus Collection't shin contest. To enter, send in
your i-shirt design with a short marketing proposal by Oct. 15 to: Mossimoe: 29392 Las
Cruces; Laguna Nigel. CA 92677. Ten National
winners will be chosen, given a $500 prize and
appear in the ads tor their shirtl

MACINTOSH Computer. Complete system
including printer, only $500.
Call Chris at 800-289-5685
Pioneer CD.iaserdisc player, less than i year
old: $250
OpDmus equalizer, 10 band per channel: $65
O.B.O. Call Kevin al 353-8519
Sony CD player- $150. speakers $20
Tape player $30. Receiver $30
Call for info. 354-6807
Trek 820. Purple 21", 3 months old
great condition, w/bar ends and U lock.
Asking $290 O.B.O. Call 353-4526

FOR RENT

CHOIR DIRECTOR tor adults and for children.
Also need an inienjm director unDl position is
filled. Send a resume of music eipenence plus
references to the First Christian Church. 875
Haskins Rd . Bowling Green, OH 43402 c/o
Carol Balla/d, by October 24.

1 bedroom apt. for rent
dose ID campus $295/month A
utilities. Call Crafg at
893-1277 or 1-897-9030
Available Nov. 1st

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000 plus/month working
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World travel.
Seasonal A Full-Time employment available.
No experience necessaty
For more information
Call 1-206-634-0468 e»l C55441.

PI KAPPA PHI
Come join the Fraternity of Pi Kappa Phi
Open Rush Wed. Oct. S, 7 30-9 30pm
At Pi Kappa PN House, Old Fraternity Row

For Sale: VW Jena 1985
110k miles, solid body, clean intenor
new exhaust, automatic $1.200
878-2501

Checker's Pub now hiring!
Bartenders A waitresses
809 S. Main St.
Apply within

1 bedroom furnished with appliances. Gas.
water, sewer and garbage included. Bunk beds
included lor roommates. $360. Call 354-0080.

Political organizers
Toxic Action seeks bright committed men &
women to do campaign work on a federal pesticide regulation bill. No expehence/pd. training. PT 4-topm M-F, rapid advancement/excellent reeume' work. $250/wk. sale*
ry 241 -6567.

I

BRAKE PADS & SHOES

Tuffy

MO/ OFF
/O LIST

SATURDAY HOMECOMING SPECIAL
All You Can Eat Breakfast
Pancakes & Sausage $2.00
MT.MUGGS
OPEN 10am
Bloody Mary 6 Screwdriver Specials
Lebanese Food
Drink specials all day!

1
I
|

LIFETIME

AS

Auto Service
Centers

LOW AS

TUFFY DOES IT RIGHT!
353-3444
1087 S. MAIN ST.
I
NEXT TO PIZZA HUT
TlO/41 Monday - Friday 7:80 • 7:80
Sat 8-4 • Sun. 12-5

1

MGFFLERS^BI
SeveonouroirTvke*MweriloryCr4tapeu«stry,
Hotim* WIT anted mufflers • good for at Long as
you own your oar.

ft?lZZ4)

mm
353-7372

Thursday-Saturday
Sunday

TIJUANA
TUESDAY

Evening Office Cleaning
12-15 hrs-Aweek
Call 352-5822

HOMECOMING

Monday-Wednesday

University
Union

Come jo n EBSCO TELEMARKETING A INTERNATIONAL MARKETING FIRM which will
help you get a jump on your fellow students.
We will help you build your communication
ski Us as well as give you a weekly paycheck.
Make your own schedule and work in a professional environment. Come m and apply M-F
alter 4pm at 113 N. Main St.

FUNDRAISINQ
Choose from 3 different fundraisers
lasting either 3 or 7 days.
No Investment.
E am $$$ for your group
plus personal cash bonusesfor yourself
Ca i 1-800-932-0528. Eit 65

WIN ATRIP FOR TWO TO
1994 LAS VEGAS BOWLI
HOME FALCON FOOTBALL VS. OHIO
SATURDAY 1:00 P.M.I

Bowling Green

\$&

EBSCO Telemarketing Service
Fed up with working long hours, with littie pay
at dead-end jobs7

11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
Noon - Midnight

Nifty Nine Fifty

'ONE 14" LARGE *~ What a Meal!
14" Large One Topping,
ONE TOPPING I One
an Order of Breadstlcks 6 a

i

1

I

Liter of Coca Cola Classic

One 16" Extra
Large Two Toppings

$6M :$ioM| $950

